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Dorm Residents Protest
By VONNI CERNIWAY
Onate Hall was the .scene of a
proposed demonstration last
night. Several students in that
dorm wen~ to protest the fact that
there is no air conditioning in that
building, but only two people
showed up.
A student calling himself
"Snake" was involved in the
circulation of a petition and the
organization of the Sleep-In to be
held on. the lawn in front of
Alvarado Hall. He said, "We want

equality, we only want this
thing."
Students residing in Onate were
disturbed by the fact that thpl"e
was no air conditioning saying,
"It's so hot we need fil"e fighel"s in
0 nate Hall." One student is
planning to move next week due
to the heat in the building.
Onate Hall was built in 1964
and was designed for central air
conditioning, but due to limited
funds at the time, plans for
installation were not carried out.

Court Orders Nixon
To Rele.ase Tapes
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Federal District Judge John Sirica late yesterday
ordered President Nixon to turn over to him the private
inspection tapes subpoenaed by the Watergate
prosecutor.
Sirica handed down the order in Special Prosecutor
Archibald Cox' suit to force Nixon to turn over
.
Watergate tape recordings.
. S'iriCa's ~.order n••apparently . mean·~· ·that ., he woold
examine the tapes himself before deciding whether they
ought to be turned over to the Watergate Grand Jury.
Sirica, however, delayed the effect of his ruling for five
days so that Nixon could appeal.
" ... There is every reason to suppose an 'in camera'
examination will materially aid the Court in its
decision," Sirica said ·in his accompanying 23-page
opinion. "The fact that extensive accounts of the
recorded conversations given under oath by participants
are available will enable the Court to make an intelligent
and informed analysis of the evidence.
"The Court is unable to design a more ·cautious
approach consistent with the demonstrated critical need
for the evidence and the serious questions · raised
concerning the applicability of the privilege asserted.
The Court has. attempted to walk the middle ground
between a failure to decide the question of privilege at
one extreme, and a wholesale delivery of tapes to the
grand jury at the other," Sirica said.
" ... If it be apparent that the tapes are irrelevant to
the investigation or that for state reasons they cannot be
introduced into the case, the subpoena duces tequm
would be useless. But if this be not apparent, if they
may be important :in the investigation, :if they may be
safely heard by the grand jury, if only :in part, would it
11ot be a blot on the page which records the judicial
proceedings of this country, if, in a case of such serious
import as this, the court did not at least call for an
inspection of the evidence in chambers?" Sirica
cQncluded.
Sirica said that Nixon's lawyers' various arguments
for withholding the tapes did not prevent the court
from hearing them in private sessions.
"Analysis of the question must begin on the well
established premise that the grand jury has a right to
every man's evidence and that for purposes of gathering
evidence process (the subpoenas) may issue to anyone,"
Sirica said.
Nixon's lawyers charged earlier in the day the Senate
Watergate Conimittee was conducting "a criminal
·
investigation and trial'; that exceeded its authority.
At San Clemente, Calif., where President Nixon is
vacationing, Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren
said he would have no immediate comment on Sirica's
. rqlil)g.
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The building has been occupied.
since then and has never had any
air conditioning, sa,id Robert
Sculte, assistant director of
stu dent housing.
The building now houses
approximately 88 students and
can facilitate up to 170 students.
Schulte said the administration
is in the process of obtaining small
evaporite coolant type air
conditionct~s to be installed in
each occupied room. These air
conditioners were ordered Aug.
22 and should arrive in about
three to four weeks from the date
of order.
Schulte said the pl"oblem stems
from the fact that the
administration was not prepared
to house students in that building
until late summer, a few weeks
before classes began. He also
indi<,:ated the problem has been
under consideration for the past
year and it has been found that
central . air conditioning is not
feasible due to expense and
uncertainty of dorm use.
When the units arrive, they will
be issued directly to the students
and marked for identification.
The students will be responsible
for the maintenance of each unit
issued. If damages or theft is
incurred, the $25.00 housing
d~;!posit wlll cover thQ damages..
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(Photo by William Schmidt)

Ali. Onate dorm resident plans to sleep outaide to beat the hca:t •

From Faculty Group

~rading Change Pushed
By RICH ROBERTS
The rising trend in the
distributionofA'sandB'sandthe
discrepancy between various
departments In the College of Arts
and Sciences according to their
grading statistics as collected and
reported by Nathaniel Wollman,
dean of Arts and Sciences, has
caused concern on the part of
many faculty.
Dean Wollman recently said he
felt the university faculty would
do one of two things to adjust this
upward trend-either to
substantially revise the techniques
of awarding degrees, or to revert
back to the traditional view of
grading and definition of the tasks
exi>ected of students.
A third alternative has been
proposed by the Committee to
Study Grading Concerns, an ad
hoc committee formed by the
Faculty Policy Committee.
The proposal to be considered
·by the Faculty Policy Committee
suggests th_ree grading options for
undergraduate students with the
grading system for graduate
students to be considered in a
later, separate proposaL
The first option is A, B, C, D, I
and No Entry. C has been changed
from ~<aver age" to· mean
''satisfactory" while the "No
Entry" is a provision that, should
the student not make one of the
Jetter grades, .the course will not
be entered on the transcript.
The second option is CR, I or
No Entry. The third is for audited
courses. In addition, the proposal
•, suggests ,,for special programs '.or· •

courses the system of A in getting rid of the millstone of
(excellent), CR (credit) or No the 11 F" grade, the faculty will be
Entry.
freed to demand really
Individual Choice
satisfactory work and counter the
John Howarth, chairman of the present devaluation of grades."
grading concerns committee, said
He said this would not tend to
the grading option would then be inflate the GPA as no passing
up to the individual students with grade would be awarded until the'
the provision that certain colleges student passes.
and departments would have the
Any change in the grading
right to limit the student's grading option :must be done within the
options where it was appropriate. first four weeks of a regular
11
We would be putting the semester and only once for each
responsibility for education in the course.
hands of the student-where it
Howarihsaiditwasnotfairto
should be," he said. "I am not in ask the student to determine the
favor of paternalism in grading option without
institutions of higher learning."
experienc~, but allowing a change
He explained the advantage to only once and early would help to
changing to "No Entry" from eliminate playing grades rather
1
'N o Credit" would be that than learning.
nothing would appear on the
No Uniformity
student's transcript. where the
With the present grading policy
present ''No Credit". could be and situation, he said mahy
interpreted as an "F,'' a millstone people have a real concern
the committee has sought to. because the practice is not
eliminate.
uniform-some give everybody
Save Time
A's, some give high grades to
He said this would save time increase enrollment and some are
and trouble by eliminating soft-hearted, all these leading to a
withdrawals. Students would be devaluation of grade meaning.
"I have sympathy with this
warned, however, that too many
courses taken under the CR/No point of view of concern on the
Entry option would not be to devaluation/' he said, ''but on the
their advantage in applying to other hand, I and the committee
graduate schools and it would be find an insistence on a normal
to their interest to take the A, B, distinction for every course as
C, option.
unreasonable.''
. ''Most faculty members hate to
He said the thing that distresses
gave a D or F to students who try him the most is for instructors
but are just incompetent," and students to waste time
Howarth said. "But we would worrying about grades instead of
have no qualms about No Entry as their courses .
.it .doesn't hurt .them.• Hopefufl.y,,, • • • • • ~ • ~ • .'fconiinued .Q.Ilopage·4) • ; • • • ' " • '
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ASUNM Summer Spending
The idea of Presidential
encroachment on Senate's power
to allocate money is a cliche
commonly heard concerning the
Federal government but which has
lately been used in respect to
ASUNM.
As a Senator, I for one cannot
agree with that interpretation of
ASUNM's present situation.
As stated in an editorial in
yesterday's Lobo, ASUNM Pres.
Ross Perkal pulled in all of the
"old" money from various
student organizations at the end

of last semester and crea led a new
fund.
One point not made clear in
yesterday's editorial was that the
fund was only used during the
summer when Senate was not in
session and all money remaining
in the fund, some ten to fifteen
thousand dollars will be reverting
back to Senate's reserve fund now
that the school year is in session.
With the use of this money over
the summer, Perkal was able to
buy KUNM a new transmitter
which will permit it to go
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Guest Column

Afro-American Studies
Enrollment Up lOOo/o
Contributed by
HAROLD BAILEY
Enrollment for the third year
of the Afro-American Studies'
Summer Youth Program nt the
University of New Mexico shot up
more than 100 per cent over the
first program in 1971, according
to the Director of Afro-American
Studies, Professor Charles
Becknell.
Director of the summer
program all three years has been
second-year UNM law student
Samuel Johnson.
"We have no shortage of
participants-just of money. Next
year we expect more than 100
black youths from all over
.Albuquerque and we must figure
out how to accommodate them,"
said Becknell, who initiated the
program his first year at UNM
with 30 participants.
While UNM donates use of its
facilities for classes in basketball,
swimming, karate, African and
Afro-American dance and
Afro-American history-funds
must be ''scraped together" from
all possible sources to pay
stipends to college student
supervisors and other expenses for
the program, which is free to all
participants.
This year's 80 graduates from
ages 7 to 12 were each awarded
certificates on completion of the
recent six-week program. Each
youth had also received a tee-shirt
with the name of their program
on the front.
"Many students have been
coming every year of the
program," said Johnson, who
teaches African and
Afro•American dance as well as
directing the program.
He and third-year law student
Barbara Simmons, who teaches
black history, received "surprise"
awards on vote of the students
and faculty for their "outstanding
contributions all three years of
the summer program." Both

E::
~

8'
.,l:;j

Johnson and Miss Simmons will
specialize in criminal law and will '<::::
begin their practices in
Albuquerque.
C"
Other teachers includ()d Louis p
Duncan, student instructor in
c
basketball, and Harold Bailey, >
assistant coordinator of ~
Afr<;>-American Studies and a "'
"Black Belt'' in karate who taught 0Co>
that subject. Bailey volunteered
<D
his services the first two years of ....
the summer program. Many Co>
student volunteers and parents of
participants assisted at swimming
classes and at special field trips
and picnics. '
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Campus Notes

Med Recruiting

~he UNM S_c~ool of Medic.ine is
actively _recruttu~g Black, Cht~nno
a~d In~tan apphcants . .Recrutters

will be m Room 231-C of the SUB
o~ Sept. 4 and 5 f~o~ 1:30 to
4. 30 p.m. to speak With mterested
students
on
d . - · Information
·
.
n n;t 15 ~ 10 n requtrell'!ent.s,
apphcatwn
procedures,
· tn
d
· J fmanctal
•
asst~ nee an currtcu urn WI 11 be
available.

Phi Eta Sigma
Phi Eta Sigma will be installed
September 14, 1973. Any male
sophomore, junior, or senior
student, that had a 3.50 or better
grade point average during his first
semester as a freshman or a 3 50
· freshman · year· ts
·
average for hts
eligible for membership. Contact
D.can
. L arry L . Mangus, Mesa v·ts t a
11 2 77-6448 f or f urtl1er
1175
0
.
r .ell
mformatton.

GSA Elections

Indo-American Film

Elections for the Graduate
Students' Association are to be on
Sept. 24 and 25. Applications for
the positions of President,
Chairperson of the GSA Council
and two graduate representatives
to the University Community
Forum are being accepted nt the
GSA office through Sept. 10. All
applicants must be graduate
students. The positions of
president and chairperson are
salaried.

The Indo-American Association
will show the Indian movie
Khamoshi on Saturday, Sept. 1 at
7:30 p.m. in the Basic Medical
Sc ien ees Building, room 203.
Tickets arc $1 at the door. For
more information call Ali Abbasi
at 268-527l.

Freshman Seminar
There are a few openings left in
Section 2 Freshmen General
Studies Seminar on "History of
the Sixties" which meets
Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
There are no special requirements
for this three hour elass except
interest.

VVAW/WSO
There will be an organizational
meeting of the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War/Winter-Soldier
Organization on Tuesday, Sept. 4
at 7 p.m. in Room 250-B of the
SUB.

Divine Light
The Divine Light Mission will
conduct a program on Saturday,
Sept. 1 and Sunday, Sept. 2 in the
Alumni Memorial Chapel at 7:30
p.m. The program speaker will be
Mahatma Parloknnand Ji
discussing the "Perfect Knowledge
of Astguri Mahog Ji is Revealing."
Admission is free.

Power Boating Course
A six hour Power Boating
Course will be conducted at 5006
Copper NE on Tuesday, Aug. 28
and Thursday, Aug. 30 at 7 p.m.
For more information or
registration, call American
National Red Cross at 265-8514.

Eligible college-age girls may
find out about Angel Flight at the
following n:sh parties:
•Sunday-Sept, 2, a
Watermelon Bust in Roma Park.
Meet at Bid. Y-1 at 1:30.
•Tuesday-Sept, 4, a lea. nnd
slide show of club activities in
Bid. Y-1 at 7:00p.m.
•Wednesday-Sept. 5, a night at
a local Health Spa, Bring your
swim suit to Bid. Y-1 at 6:00p.m.
For more information, call
277·4502.

1

Teacher Education
All students wishing to enter a
Teacher Education Program, who
have earned 26 hrs. credit with at
least a 2.0, 11re requcst<)d to pick
up a "Screm1ing Packet" in the
College of Education (Dean's
are11). The deadline to complete
and return the P~tcket is Friday,
Sept. 7.

Student Organization
Rechart.ering
The dcaline for student
organizations to be r.;ch:trlcrcd
with UNM is Friday, Sept. 21, If
organizations have not received
information packets they should
contact the Student Activities
Center at 277·4706.

Telc-message
Tele-message is on duly 24
hours a day, To relay information
on events scheduled nt the
Student Union call 277-5243.

Chavez Rally
Ceasar Chavez, head of th<>
United Farm Worht·s is expected
at UNM Friday for n rally, the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee
mmounccd late Wednesday night.
For more information, contact
th t'm or Chicano Stu di!"s.

Libr:1ry Bmlrs
Exceptions to the
regularly-scheduled hours of
opening over the Labor Day
Weekend for Zimmerman, Fine
Arts, and Parish libraries arc as
follows: Sunday, September 2,
1973-Closed; Monday,
September 3, 1973-6:30-10:30
p.m.; Regular hours resume
Tuesday, September 4.

Square Dance Club
The Wagon Wheels Square
Dance Club will have their first
dance on Thursday, Aug, 30 at 7
p.m. in Room 176 of Johnson
Gym. Beginners lessons will start
at 7 p.m. and all interested people
are invited to come. No partners
are required.

Ski Temn
The UNM Ski team will begin
dry land training on Sept. 17.
There will be n mandatory
orga ni zational meeting for nil
interested skiers with racing
experience on Tuesday, Sept. 4, 8
p.m. in Room B-40 of Johnson
Gym. Please bring resumes of ski
and race experience. For further
information contact Larry Brooks
at 277-5423, Mon.-Fri., 3-4:30
p.m. or 268-6158 after 6:30 p.m.

* * *

First of all, I would like to
welcome those of you who are
new stu dents to the University of
New Mexico. For those of you
(continued on page 8)

sale

FORENSIC PROGRAMS
Anyone interested in
participating in n UNM Forensic
program, contact Sandy Corless in
Room 201, 1717 Roma. The
phone number is 277·4541.

'Wall of Wisdom'
If any music students are
wondering why the practice
rooms in the basement of the Fine
Arts Center will be available
ONLY to those assigned with keys
this year, the most obvious reason
is to be found in B-24 7, n dingy
little practice room with a strange
odor, a banged-up spinet, and one
wall covered with an astonishing
display of (supposedly)
theological graffiti.
Dubbed "The Wall of Wisdom"
in huge ball-point letters arched
across the top, it affords an
opportunity for a philosophy or
sociology major (accompanied by
a musician) to spend nn idle hour
reading and wohdering why so
many people would scrawl their
personal dogma all over one wall
of one piano room.
An entire spectrum of
viewpoints, from Sntanism to true
ground-into-the-gray-matter Jesus
freakdom, plus n W. C. Fields
quote (which I refuse to reveal
Jest I spoil someone's
anticipation), can be found on
what must be one of the
man-made wonders of the LTNM
campus.
So much literary energy was
wasted in n form of petty
vandalism when (supposedly)
intellectual discussions and papets
are available as more orthodox
outlets that everyone should take
in this explosion of righteousness
before it's painted over.
' •. · : • •· · • · ·
· • • Dat>id Wright

What is ANF?
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I would like to take this
opportunity to welcome you to
the University of New Mexico
campus.
The Afro-Americntl Studies
program is truly interested in
students. Whenever problems arise
with class scheduling, counseling,
registration, and any other
problem relating to Black
students, please feel free to
contact myself or Professor
Charles Becknell.
The Afro center is yours for
the using. Study rooms, lounge
areas and recreation facilities are
avail~ble at your disposal. So,
please take advantage of the
center as to assist in solving your
problems and to meet other Black
students on campus. The center
also serves as a clearing house for
all Black student organizations,
Again, please seek the
assistance of the Afro-American
Studies center, located at 1819
Romn N.E. (277-5644 or
277-5645).
Harold Bailey
Assistant Director
Afro-American Studies

statewide.
The transmitter, which is .the
newest model on the market, was
bought from a Los Angeles radio
station that went defunct after
using it for only 400 broadcast
hours.
Such a transmitter would have
cost two to three times the
$18,000 spent, had it been bought
new. Considering that KUNM's
present transmitter is expected to
be sold for $10,000, I feel the
money in that case was spent
wisely.
Contrary to yesterday's
editorial, the money was not
placed in the hands of one person.
Prior to the allocation of the
·money, Perkal consulted Gil
Gonzales, Senate Finance
Chairman and Janice Arnold,
Senate President.
Superb -your "hnrd·core
It was orily with their consent pornography" and cartoons; I'd
and agreement that the money appreciate coup!~ of half pa~e
was spent.
clippings for NatiOnal Observer s
Another item that was not guest column and pen-pal Justice
mentioned in yesterday's Douglas, in lieu of ~000 words of
editorial, was that the money was my legal gi bbertsh based on
also used to pay the salaries of English jurist Maitland's 1906
ASUNM officials and committee indictment "Our common law is
full of rules which no one would
chairmen. ·
Since the ASUNM budget was enact nowadays unless he was in
rightfully defeated in last spring's an insane asylum." And I was a
election, Perkal had the choice of DC law clerk in 1909 when
using the "old" money to pay
President Taft declared "Our
salaries or for ASUNM to stop
administration of Justice was n
functioning.
disgrace to our civilization." Taft
Of course, there are some
was advocating one nation in one
actions of Perkal's with which I
world before we repudiated the
must disagree. The payment of n old League of Nations; and
salary to Arlene CineiJi who will
UNESCO chief recenUy noted
be heading ASUNM's Press
that for the first time in history
Bureau, I feel was presumptuous,
YOUTH knows more than their
since the Press Bureau has not yet
parents. I'd love to have you look
been established by Senate.
over my collection of quotes back
As yesterday's tobo editorial
to psychiatrist Galen 180
stated; the r~decornting of
AD-attempting to move law
ASUNM's offtces co1..1Id have
business from its prehistoric
waited till Senate's return.
theological foundation .to a 20th
However, I cannot condemn
century anthropology-biology
Perkal for his actions over the
basis, i.e. "The Laws of Nature"
summer, and I do not see the
invoked July 4, 1776.
precedent established as being
My 86 year old fingers nrc a bit
that great.
arthritic and legs too rubbery to
I do agree with Senator Gomez
invade the campus but I'd like to
in his call for a full accounting of have copies.
all money spent and agree with
George C. Taylor, Sr.
the Lobo on the need for the
PS: Before Gulliver's "stuff"
dissolving of the fund, nn action
there was ex-Hon Omar K,
which Perkal had already planned
especially the 20 lines (XXI)
to take,
beginning "Ah, my beloved" ...
.... Louis :r.empkin ............................

Prehistoric Law
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ONE NUMBER ONE
OXFORD
CONDESCENDS
TO A PRICE REDUCTION.
Once-a-year savings
on these crepe-soled cuties
ilh soft leather uppers.
ln camel, tan, navy,
black, red
SV2- 10 N,.4·10M.

Give Your Room

a NEW LOOK

Women's Shoes.

Rhodes
tOO's of POSTERS
Black Light-,.Color
Black & White
S 1.00 to S4.00
·,
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Basket.

ShOp%;,~
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.Coronado Center 296-5559
Old Town Plaza 842-8022

IJ.se your Rhodes Ootion Charr:e or Master Charge. Coronado Center: Louisiana & Menaul.
Mo_n. thru ::.at., 9:30 toY p.t11• .:lUn., 12 Not,,J to 5 n.m.
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Man Finds Wallet in Lak~e
ELY, MINN. (UPI)-Leo
Reinders' $213 is en route to him
by mail, somewhat worse !'or wear
after a year on the bottom of
Moose Lake.
An Iowa doctor, scuba diving

with his son, found Reinders'
soiled, soaked billfold in 12 feet
of water. The bills worth $213
were pretty well decomposed but
still identifiable,
Reinders' was carrying the
money to pay customs when the
canoeing trip of Boy Scout Troop
5 39 of ,Janesville, Wis., passed
through the boundary waters area
into Canada. But as the troop
neared customs, he discovered it
was missing.

KARATE
Korean TaeKwonDo
KungFu
Ha kiDo

Mr. Sun
1968 Korean Karate Champion
7th Dun Black Belt

New Classes Begin Everyday
3 Locations:

624 Tijeras NW. Ph. 247-3291
7401 Mcnaul NE. Ph. 296·1896
Los Lunas, Ph. 865·9287

Only

10.40

I~---------~-----------------·
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Open Membership

Vietnam Vets Still Working
-,
The UNM coordinator of the
Vietnam Veterans Against the
Wa r/Wlnter-Soldier Organization
(VVAW/WSO), saying anyo11e
who lives in the United States is a
Vietnam veteran, has announced
the VVAW·WSO has opened
membership to anyone who is
interested.
"Anyone in the United States is
a Vietnam veteran. Anyone who
was exposed to media reports on
the war is a veteran, That's why
we have opened up membership,"
Dave Shayki t1 said.
Shaykin said the most frequent
question asked of him was "the
war is over. What are you guys
against?" Shaykin said the
organization has expanded its area
of concern but did not agree that
the war in Vietnam was over.
"Our main concern right now is
with amnesty. We want
u nco n di tiona! amnesty for all
MIA's (Missing In Action). That
means MIA's in the war and
because of the war. We want
amnesty for political prisoners in
service, deserters and draft
resistNs," he said.
··
Shaykin said the biggest
problem he faces locally is one of
organization.
"In the past the organization
operated only nine months a year.
We've got to get the organization
back together again and get the
word out that the membership is
open to anyone who is
interested,"hesaid.
From July 28 to Aug. 7, Shaykin
was in Gainesville, Fla., site of the
tria! 0 f eight VV AW /W SO
members for allegedly conspiring
to disrupt the 1972 Republican
convention. Shaykin attended two
days of the trial and described the
courtroom as a "zoo."
"Arnow (Federal Judge
Winston E. Arnow) put a gag rule
on all of us. We were not allowed
to talk to the press abol!t any
aspect of the trial. And he ran
that courtroom like a zoo.
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(continued from page 1)
"Various people have different
ways of making peace with the
present policy," he said. "I think
people will be able to live more
easily with the new proposal."
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ACTIVITY
Flag Football
Golf Doubles
Tennis Doubles
P!iddleball Doubles
Badminton Doubles
Handball Doubles
Basketball (1 on 1)
Bowling
Basketball ( 3 on 3)
Weight Lifting
Cross Country

"The day I got there was the
day they caught two FBI agents
with bugging equipment in the
courthouse. The defense objected
and then Arnow dismissed it by
saying they were making a
mountain out of a molehill.
"The key witness for the
prosecution, Fred Lemmur, was
an FBI informer. He accused the
VV A W of provoking violence.
Everything went smoothly when
the prosectuion was asking
questions, but when the defense
cross-examined him everything
fell apart. The prosecution was
constantly calling !or recesses so
they could tutor the witness and
get his story straight," Shaykin
said.
Shaykin claimed the conspiracy
trial was an attempt by the Nixon
ad ministration to smear the
VV AW /WSO.
A VV AW /WSO newspaper, the
Winter-Solder, listed some of the
organization's objectives as:

All 23 members of the grading
concerns committee agreed to the
proposal which was based
p ri mari)y on the personal
experience of the members and
secondarily on their readings on
the subject, he said.

ARE
HERE

~

-To demand the immediate
termination of all operations by
the United States government, its
agencies and American business
interests that are designed to
suppress the rightful struggles for
liberation and self-determination
of the peoples of Africa, Asia and
Latin America,
-To demand that all
active-duty servicemen and
women, reservists and national
guardsmen be afforded the same
rights that are guaranteed by the
United States Constitution and
Bill of Rights that are presently
denied by the Uniform Code of
Military Justice.
-To support military personnal
refusing to serve against their
consciences in wars at home and
abroad,
-To demand there be no
distinction as to types of
discharges and that a single type
of discharge be issued and be
retroactive.

Favorable Response
Response the committee
received from faculty and
students on the proposal has been
predominantly favorable with
criticism divided between those
who felt the proposal was too
radical and those who thought it
not radical enough, Howarth said.
"In these terms I feel pretty
good about the proposal," he said.
"I really think it would remove a
lot of worry. I hope the Faculty
Policy Committee will consider it
soon and will favor the proposal
and give it to the general faculty."
Victor Regener, chairman of
the faculty policy committee, said
he would introduce the proposal
to the committee as soon as
possible for their consideration.
He said he was in favor of the
proposal but would reserve
further comment until the
committee met.
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HERE
Copper is Quicker

MANAGER MEETING
Sept. 11
Sept. 20
Sept. 20
Oct. 4
Oct, 4
Oct. 18
Oct.18
Nov.1
Nov.1
Nov. 15
Nov.29
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ENTRY DUE
Sept. 7
Sept. 18
Sept. 18
Oct. 2
Oct. 2
Oct. 16
Oct. 16
Oct. 30
Oct. 30
Nov. 13
Nov. 27

'l'ENTATIVE
START DATE
Sept. 12
Sept. 24
Sept. 24
Oct. 8
Oct. 8
Oct. 22
Oct. 22
Nov. 5
Nov. 5
Nov.19
Dec. 3

Dave Shaykin
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NMS Opens Season

INTRA-EXTRAMURAL SPOR'l'S CALENDAR
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Wienerscbnit?rl
Just 5 Minutes from Campus
4201 Central NE
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ttTALIAN SUBMARINE SANDWICHES)

We otfcr ••. Regular ~ Vcgclarian •
Gct10a Sal{l;rni • Ham .. Tuna

~

Pro-;ciutlo • C'apocolla • Sausage •
Meatball - Roast Beet'

Open 7 Days a Week 'til 10 p.m.
Watch for our Dally Specials
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Don Woods
breaking a
tackle and
scoring one of
his three
'£D's.
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Albuquerque's First & Best
Grinders I Subs I
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The Red, Wh.Ue & Green Striped Shop
Just orr Central at
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Woods Stars On Ground
By RU~S PARSONS
If the Lobos thought Don
Woods was strictly a passer, they
were pleasantly surprised
yesterday in a controlled
scrimmage at University Stadium.
In a dazzling performance
Woods accumulated at least 150
yards on the ground, and scored
three TD's. Besides a 70 yard
breakaway TD off of an option
play, the junior quarterback
scored on two three yard jaunts,
and sprinted free for a 40 yard
gain.
Woods was not the only
standout runner. Fullback Rich
Diller was his usual steady self,
gl'inding out the tough yat·dage
between the tackles, while swift
halfbacks, Kevin Thompson,
George Anderson and Bruce
Boone, supplemented Wood's
wide running off of the Wishbone.

Tight end Randy Anderson
hauling in a Wood's pass.
Woods was not on target too
often in a controlled
scrimmage yesterday but he
more than made up for it
with three touchdown runs,
and one of seventy yards.
Anderson, Scott Thompson,
and Bob Winkler are
competing for the starting
tight end job.

:::;.
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The New Mexico State Aggil's,
who help the Lobos open t.heir
1973 football season Sept. 15,
will be a fairly woll tested team by
the time it gets around to doing
combat with UNM .
G~tting a head start on most of
the nation's college football
teams, the Aggics meet Dmke
University at Des Moines, Io. this
Saturday. The following Saturdny,
NMS hosts Lamar University at
Las Cruces.
The Aggil's nrc coming off a
disappointing 2·9 season in which
their opponents outscored them
by a 400 to 193 margin and
outrushed them 3278 yards to
1132 yards. NMS did pass for
more yardage than theit·
opponents-2428 to 1235-and
their highly touted quarterback,
Joe Pisarcik, is back.
P isarcik ranked fifth among
NCAA passers in 1972 and has
thrown for 4162 yards in two
seasons, He is being pushed by
junior Doug Baker who only
threw 28 times last sPason. 'rhc
quart<:'rbacks arc big, both
standing 6' 4" and weighing about
215 pounds,
Five starters are back on both

"•'1,
..,
::----=
., ~

WhHe the running attack
glittered, the passing attack was
disappointing. Neither Woods nor
Troy Williams could consistently
move the ball through the air. Not
that the secondary was that
outstanding; the fault lay with the
offensive line. Several times the
quarterbacks were sacked before
they had set up. The remainder of
the time they were forced to
throw off balance or from a
rollout. H appears that this is one
are a the Lobos will have to
improve in drastically if they are
to keep their title hopes alive.
Another we a in need of
improvement is in the linebackers.
Although they far surpassed what
one would expect from so green a
group, they were caught out of
position in a number of plays,
particularly on Woods' journeys
across the line.
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Prescriptions filled,
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Central & San Pedro SE
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Expert Repairs
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the defense and the offense, but
the top two running backs (in
yards gained) on a weak rushing
team arc gone, Jut1ior Jim
Germany, who actually was the
top NMS runner based on yards
per cat11' (5 ,8 in 37 totes), will
start at halfback, Other setbacks
arc Troy Simmons (·0,3 yard
average in four carries Jnst year),
J C t rnnsfcr Bo Scott and
sophomore John Portasik.
A new bead coach, ,Jim
Bradley, took over for Jim Woods
last December and hopes to return
the Aggies to their winning ways
of the six ties.

The HAND-MADE BICYCLE OF FRANCE
FROM $90
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Grading Change Pushed

Concert
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Reserved Scats-Student Discount Tickets on sale now
at SUB Box Office
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Monday, September 3 (Labor Day)
8:00p.m. University of New Mexico Arena
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An Interview with John Mayall

-

By CHARLES ANDREWS
The musical heavens of 1973
are glutted with stars. No longer
does the band come on stage in
their everyday clothes to play
thei~ everyday music which they
hope is good enough to make you
smile. From the moment the long
black Continental pulls up and the
spangled, caped figure emerges
larger than life, to the final
dimming of tho 10-color
spotljghts as he disappears into
the billows of smoke through the
silver and gold archway at the rear
of the stage, you know you 'vi!
been in the presence of a Star.
But you just wait-when that
dude finally gets his shit together
and gets a PR man in his corner,
he'll really give the world a show
to behold, He may not make the
cover of Rolling Stone, but on
page 17 someone declares he has
attained SuperStar status-and he
proudly joins that select group to
which 50 per cent of his rock star
buddies already belong.
But there arc a few discerning
people out there among the dazed
millions who arc listening to the
music, and making judgments
based upon more than hoopla.
These people will tell you there
are a few real superstars, few
musicians whose talents and
contributions have earned them
the right to be considered a notch
above the rest.
Ask these people to name those .
they consider unique, and chances
arc good the name John Mayall
will crop up.
Chances arc better-in fact,
certain-that any discussion of the
very best in the worlds of rock,
jazz and blues will include the
names of ex-members of his many
bands, p~oplc who never fail to
name Mayall as a major influence
and boost to success. Eric
Clapton, Mick Taylor, Jacl< Bruce,
Keef Hartley, Peter Green, Blue
Mitchell, Jon Mark, Johnny
A 1m ond, Dick Heckstaii-Smith,
Aynsley Dunbar, Mick Fleetwood,
Harvey Mandel, Chris Mercer,
John McVie, Sugarcane
Bards-they've all recorded with
Mayall. And there were more who
played in his then-obscure blues
bands in the '50s and early '60s
before anyone thought white
British blues bands wcte worth
recording.

Mayall's fight for recognition of
America's native black music was
a long and often lonely one. The
blues · finally caught on in the
mid·'50s, and its continuing great
popularity since then can be
credited in great measure to his
efforts. It's ironic, of course, that
the blues first caught on in
England and had to be played by
white English bands before most
of America would recognize its
worth, but not at all mysterious
'when considered in light of other
American sociological
developments.
John Mayall personifies the
blues, and always has. Everything
ho touches turns to blues. Even as
he has ventured into jazz areas in
the last couple of years
surrounding himself with some of
America's most talented jazzmen,
the sound inevitably comes out
colored deep blue(s). He doesn't
radiate supcrstardom in the least,
but his influence is overwhelming.
A middle-aged black man, part of
the entourage, sitting on the stage
during Mayall's concert at the
Civic Auditorium last Thursday
night, summed it up pretty well
during Mayall's brief but excellent
harp solo: "Man, that guy's got
soul!"

* * *

AI though would- be big shots
back stage at the Civic were quick
to tell me John Mayall was
temperamental and probably
wouldn't want to do an interview,
and if he did the Albuquerque
Journal's representative there
would get first shot at it, I had no
difficulty at all after spotting
Mayall and asking him personally
if he'd be agreeable to it. When we
were cut short by the road
manager's impa tic nee to leave, he
invited us to meet him at the
hotel to continue. Once there, he
immediately but politely
in formed us he'd answer two
questions then had to go-·and
proceeded to talk for another 25
minutes. He's fm· and away the
most pleasant, friendly, and
unaffected "star" who has passed
through Albuquerque and deigned
to talk to the Lobo in lhe three
years I've been here.
I invited Bill Green, part owner
and manage!' of Gold Stt·eet Citcus
and one of the most musically
knowledgeable people in

Albuquerque, to join me in the
interview. His help ws invaluable.
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LOBO: You play a lot of
different instruments- do you
think of yourself more as a harp
player, a piano player, an
organist ...
JM: I don't know, Some
nights ... sec, like tonight it was
difficult to play tha harp, it was
impossible io play the guitar, and
it was sa fa to play the piano. In
each acoustic situation there may
be different sorts of- instrument,
instrumen t-'cause usually I try to
divide it equally so that it will
work out in much more equal
proportions throughout the set.
Bu i tonight the piano was the
only thing ~ could lean on as
being ... safe. That's the way it
was. Some nights I can whale my
ass off on the harmonica.
LOBO: You played electric
piano tonight, Do you prefer that
to acoustic piano?
JM: I've never known, in my
experience, any way of making
acoustic piano audible for a large
audience without putting
microphones in it, and right there
you start losing the acoustics. So
the only time I use acoustic piano
is on recordings. The Fender
piano is the nearest one as regards
touch, because when you hit the
thing and you get ... it's the
nearest one to having an acoustic
piano response. So that's why I
play the Fender. It's not really
possible ... see, you can't take a
piano on the road with you, not a
real piano, you know. So you've
got to rely on the pianos at
concerts, which may be at a club,
it may be at a university, could be
anywhere. It's a big hassle. Ten to
otH! the thing's going to be out of
tunc. It may be in tunc when you
start, but ...
GREEN: In towns which you
haven't been before, do they
misrepresent your band? Like
here, until about three days ago,
they were advertising you as the
Blues Breakers. Do you have that
kind of problem?
JM: Now look, now, here's the
way it is, for Albuquerque. I was
in the car today-'cause we've
been here a day already, which is
unusual, to get to the town a day
early. 'Cause usually you play a
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town and you might get lucky and
get some parties and action and
maybe a good shake and just hold
you over for a day, as a leftover
from the gig. See, you stay,
usually, you know, after tile gig,
you stay as long as you can. Now,
we played St. Louis, and we just
couldn't stand it. Stayed up all
night just to get the first plane out.
of there, to get to here. 'Cause I
love the desert. We get here a day
early, and now I'm not going to
leave, going to stay around here,
for a few ...

because they ... whatever they
wanted. And I just felt a little
disappointed, like, that I'd Jet
them down, you know,
because ..• it may have satisfied
them but it didn't satisfy me
enough, because I like this place
so much I wanted it to be ... so
good. So what can I tell you. I
tried.
GREEN: Do you normally use
local sound systems?
JM: I don't even know. You
see, it's not necessarily down to
sound systems or the guys who
As regards strange towns, work it. It's usually just down to
uh ... It was just unfortunate, I the natural acoustics of the hall,
you know?
thought, tonight, that the sound
LOBO: That's why you were in
system was ... I don't know, I
trouble.-John,
how old are you
just wanted .. , 'Cause I love this now?
place so much, I just wanted it to
JM: 40.
be so good, and it's not like, you
LOBO: Do you think John
know .... I heard this radio ad,
Mayall
will still be playing when
and they're playing all the cuts,
he's
60?
you know, "John MayaJI, be here
JM: Shit, don't talk about
tonight!" You know, these cuts
60I'm liable to be burned out,
from albums that I haven't even
heh heh heh...
listened to in the last six, seven
years, you know, it's really old
time music. I can't believe it
Language is not an abstract
'cause, uh ... I'm with a record
company now I've been with five construction of the learned or of
years and there wasn't even a cut dictionary-makers, b'ut is
from anything that recent. I don't something arising out of the work
know where that came from. I needs, ties, joys,, affections, tastes;
don't think the people here, I of long generatiOns of humanity
think everybody who came to the and has its bases broad and low
concert tonight they were just , close to the ground.-Walt
you know, ready to enjoy, Whitman
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Parents Charged in Boy's Death

<t:"" (UPI)-The parents of an

"

SAN BERNARDINO, CALIF.

11-year-old boy who died when
his insulin supply was cut off
following a "faith healing" were
i»
charged Wednesday with
·~
A manslaughter.
A criminal complaint issued by
8
the
San Bernardino County
·~
X
District Attorney also charged the
;:;; parents, Lawrence and Alice
;;: Parker, with endangering the
health of the boy, Wesley, who
r- died one week ago.
"The issue is their action, not
~
their religious belief," the District
~
Attorney's office said in a
statement announcing the
criminal complaint.
The statement said the charges
were filed against the Parkers "as
the result of their failure to act in
fulfilling their parental
responsibility."
If convicted, the Parkers could
0
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be sentenced up to 15 years on
the manslaughter charge and from
one to 10 years on the second
charge.
Young Wesley died three days
after his supply of insulin was
thrown out following a" cure" by
the "laying on of hands" by a
visiting minister at the Parker's
Assembly of God Church in
Barstow,
The Rev. William H. Robertson,
d istdct superintendent of the
Assemblies of God Churches, said
Tuesday his church "believes in
divine healing," but it does not
"endorse or condone U1e throwing
away of life-saving medication
merely because the individual is
presumed healed."
"We do not identify with those
who take extreme positions of
failing to follow a commonsense
way of life and would not feel
that an extreme position in this

regard brings any particular glory
to God, nor does it reflect to the
credit of the church," Robertson
said .
Parker claimed his son would
rise from the dead and when he
failed to do so at a praye1· meeting
Sunday attended by 200 persons,
the boy was buried Monday in a
service attended only by a
mortician and a gravedigger,
When the prayer meeting failed
to rtosurrect young Wesley, Parker
said his son would come to life
again four days after the burial, or
Thursday.

Doctor To Join U. Faculty
Dr. Gerald A. Griffin, formerly
chief of pharmacy services at 11
Minnesota Public Health Service
Ind inn Hospital, will join the
UNM faculty this fall.
Griffin will be an assistant
professor of clinical pharmncy, it
was announced by Dean Carman
A Bliss of the UNM College of
Pharmacy.
The new facully member, who
comes from the Cass Lake Indian

Hospital, received his B.A. from
the University of California and
his Doctor of Pharmacy degree
from the University of the Pacific.
Dr. Griffin's clinical pharmacy
experience includes n residency at
Letterman G encral Army Hospital
in San Francisco,
Epistemology is the study of
the nature, gmunds and validity
of man's knowing.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

25' Wash
Counselor Always on Duty
:ZJ06 Cenlrol S E.

247·0836

Angel Flight
Plans Rush

Angel Flight, the national
women's auxiliary of Air Force
ROTC program will hold fall rush
beginning this Sunday (Sept. 2).
Activities will include a
watermelon bust, a tea and slide
show, and a nigh,t at a local health
spa. These parties will be held on
Sunday (Sept. 2), Tuesday (Sept.
4), and Wednesday (Sept. 5).
New pledges will be involved in
service to the community,
money-raising projects, and many
social functions held in
conjunction with AFROTC
cadets.
Further information on rush
times may be obtained by
277-4502.

Class Five Camping Equipment - Peter Storm Foul Weather Gear
Wilderness Trail Supplies-Trail Foods
Canoe & Kayak Accessories

GET AWAY TO IT ALL

:S:

If you've never thouzht of owning a
canoe or kayak, think about it now.

'
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~CANOES, KAYAKS ANO BOATS
the quiet pleasure of fishing ln an
-.,
isolated mountain lake to the excite.. .....
~A
ment of white water river running. -J
.,JNS Ul
D. RIVERS
Come, consider the poaslbUitlea amon" 0

Canoeing offers ·you everything from

our selection of oleek Old Town and
Hizh Performance Products, canoes
and kayaks.
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In the MINI-MALL
E 842 ~ 9081

games

Points
tlrt

BAPTIST

Sflp'PI'les

bolts
check cashing for students

Compare our prescription
prices with any pharmacy
in Albuquerque. And we
deliver.

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY
Central & Yale-Across from campus

243-4446-2132 Central S.E.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

pledge myself .to make this center oo
a place of act10n for all students. z
I would like to meet each one ~
of you personally, so come by and
let's get acquainted.
Yours in the struggle,
Charles E. Becknell
Co-Ordinator of Afro-American
Studies

(continued from page 2)

who are returning: Welcome
Back!
The Afro-American Studies
Center is designed to help you
with any problem you may have.
If you need assistance in preparing
your class schedule; finding a
tutor or if you just want to rap
with someone, feel free to come
in and see us.
This is your cf.>nter and I would
like to know what ym.1 would like
to see happen this coming year.
As coordinator of this program, I

spect:uum
..
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CLASSIFIED

PERSONALS

--------------·-----

QUm'l' PERSON woul!l l!ke room in nice
house 11cnr UNM. Willing to do chores
for R & .D. Contact 419 Vnssnr SE, Art.
!J, No phone.
8/30
AR'l' STUFF has moved to bigger nnd
better quarters-still Albuquet•quc'a lowest priced nrt store with }JOncat discounts.
1704 Central SE. Cnll 242-9441! before
you buy!
!l/u
S'l'UDEN'.r with BABY wnnts to trnde
bnby-silting with student in aume situation. 2GG-9G54.
·
8/31
I WANT A used bicycle in good shnpe.
. 8/31
843-7423. David.
THE MIME EXPERIMEN'l' offers eightweek workshops In pnntomlmc, ballet,
tun dunce and exercises atnrting Sept. !1.
I•'or information cnll 842-1080.
8/31
APPEARlNG nt the 'l'HUNDJmnJRD
Aug. 30 thru Sept. 3 Dolly IJumn und
the· Mountain Boys formerly the Orienlul
nJue Strcalm. Hnppy l10ur thru 8-9 pm.
Don't miss the last grcnt dnys of the
Thunderbird.
8/31
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Daily
Lobo. Apply in person at the Lobo, room
lli8 or Student Publlcationf!.
FREE PHEE PREE Gx7 natural light
porlrrlit or yout' child or children. $7.1i0
vulue I UNM stuclenl.ll, fuculty, or staff
only, Absolutely no strings nltnchcd. S\mdny, Sept, 2, 11 u.m. to 2 p.m. Ncnr
UNM. Come to 1717 Girard N.E., just
north of Indian School Rond.
3/30
RECYCJ,ED conlcm)JOrnry female clothing.
rush for used jeans nnd )lunl:mits. t11c
nAG SIIOPPE, 2123 Snn Mntco NE.

8/30

PHOTOGHAPJIEJRS WANTED to tuke
photos for New Mexico DullY Lobo. Come
to room lli8 of Student Publicntlons
Building,
WE NEED stories, articles, noctry, drawings, lithographs, and nhotogrullhs for
the September Thunderbird. Dring nil
submissions to room 205, Journalism
Duilcling next to Ynlc Pnrk.
8/30

2)

LOST & FOUND

REWARD for wntlet containing personal
ID's and belongings. Return to JournalIsm, Room 205. Joe.
9/G
FOUND-FEMALE GERMAN SHEPARD.
Very gentle with children. Call the child
cure co-op nt 277-2618.
9/5
REWARD: No questions nslted I For information regarding the whereabouts o£
the fotlowing stolen on Aug. 5th: n
lnrgo colloation or unreplaccnble tapes
of great vnlue to owner worthless us new
recording tnpcs; Wotlensnck tnpc recorder; RobCI:ts 8 track deck: two electronics tool boxes: Scars inverter: and
address book. 'Vill not p,•ess charges.
Cnll 765•1684. Recording tnpes very lm•
portant to owner.
8/30

3)

SERVICES

CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION
student of . Hector Garcia experien~cd
teacher. 765-5765.
8/31
ASTROLOGY everything you always
wanted to lmow. Classes & horoscopc>s.
268-0905.
9/25
DANCE INSTRUCTION in DELEN &
DOSQUE FARMS. Ballet, jnzz, tup, acrobatics. Instruction by Patricia Andrews, 10 Yrs. Professional teaehing experience. Registrntion Tues.,. Sept. 18,
noon-7 p.m., the Jaycee Hlit, .Belen. For
pre-registration call 256-3896 in Alb.,
869-2053 in Belen und BF.
MEDICAL AND LAW SCHOOL application . photos. Sympathetic prices nne!
craftsmanship, Call 265-2444 or come to
1717 Girard NE. Neur UNM.
8/30
LOOKING. POR A ROOMMATE? Roommates Unlimited can find the right llerson or place for nearly evcryoane. Registration is Free. We're at 3007 Central
Next door to Lobo Theatre. Open from
9-6 Mon-Snt, and by Appt. 2GS-090G.

~~~~~==~~~~----~9/28

1 ,.

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Ln\V School
Clinical . Program offers legul services
for students and stnff. Furnished by
qunliflecl law students under faculty supervision. Avnilnbility limited to those
wl1ose assets and income do not exceed
established guidelines. 50c registration
fee. Cull 277-2913 or 277-3604 for information and nppointmetns. Snonsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
tfn
PART-TIME TECH wants TV's to repair. Reasortuble rates. Cull 842-0820.
8/30
IMAGES-PORTRAITS, PASSPORTS, application photogranhs. Close, ouick, snne.
2312-A Central SE. Behind Dutterfields.
266-9957.
tfn
r

I

,.,

•

Mot

•

3)

5)

SERVICES

r,ESSONS by UNM music graduate. $3,00 Per Jesson, 243-3643.
8/30
PASSPOit'I', lDBN'fJFICATION photos.
Lowest prices In town, fnst, pleasing.
Ncar UNM. Call 205·2444 or come to
1717 Glrnrd N.I~.
0/7

FOR RENT

LARCE ROOM, prlvnte bnth in uttrnclive
house 11car crJmpus nvrlllable to student
for pm·tiul rent for )lart-time sitting
with 2 boys nged 10 and 11. Ncedecl by
grudunte tenching nsslstant. 268·6229.
----- ---. •
0/6
'l'liN Cl'l'ADEJ, APAR'fMEN'rS, efficiency
and one bedroom, $130-$165, furnished
or unfurnished,. mod furnishings, plush
cnrpct, dishwasher nne! disposul, swimming pool, rerrention rooms, bnsltetball
and . volley bnll fncilitics, wnlldng dis·
tunce to UNM, corner of University and
Indinn School NE. 243-2494.
9/7

5)

FOR SALE

'I'YPI~1WR1'l'ER,

good condition, $22, Oster
ell'clril' fondue, l!CW, $1 !l; deer Ilk uti and
antlers lntnct.., $12; J~ngllsh jodphur~,
new, $15. C11.~h. 256-9024.
8/30
USlW lO-S PEED. l~verythim:! works, $45.
242-7004.
8/30
71 NOitTON COMMANDO. 71i0cc, excellent condition. Any J'ensonnble offer. 2423102.
9/4
1072 YAMAHA, excellent condition, $300
or best offer. 344-!!678 nfter G: 00 pm.
PJVE 1G5-13 whitewalls $1G ench; AM
Auto Rndio $25. 866-0730.
8/31
1960 TRIUMPH TRJDENT. Good price
for fast bike. 266·1197,
8/81
lliCYCLES. SPECIALIST in finest world
chnmpion bikcs. Ilertln, Zeus, Legnnno,
Gitane from $85. Used trnck bikes. Dick
Hallet 266-2784.
8/31
CANON F1 mint condition-1.4 lens, case.
Contact John Reisdorf Guild Theatre evenings.
8/31
WATERBEDS. Furnish your Apt. for Jess
than $50. Water Trips, 3407 Central
SE.
8/31
1'A IN LESS
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Lowest
prices in town, Nntural light, outdoors,
nt home. You, children, fnmilics, pets,
nrlll & crnfts. Good eruftsmanship, inst
service. Ncnr UNM. Call 266-2446 or
come to 1717 Girard NE.
8/30

----·-~,.,

.
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Living
Batch

L

across from Johnson Gym

Open 10-1 0 weekdays
10-5 Saturday
1-5 Sunday

or by mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Dox 20
Albuquemue, N.M, 87106

PJ~U'l'E

!J.)

"'* .

The

bot:o

ADVERTISING

Rntcs: 10¢ ncr wor(.], $1.00 minimum.
'l'crms: Puymcnt muat be ronde in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journal!Hm Building, Room 205.

1)

l

Afro-American Studies

~

For your etas s books
and books you can't
find at other book stores

FOR SALE

1063 CHI~VY Camper. Equipped, Rebuilt
engine. m~ST Ol•'FEU, 265- 0026, 9/10
n.m.
8/80

GJ

EJVIPLOYMENT

l'Art'I'-TJME ImiJP WANTED. Apply in
person. Unlv. Dairy Queen, 2800 Central
S&
9~
LEADI'JH.S NEEDED for YMCA Grade
School program. 265-0971 for appointment.
9/7
PAH'r~'1'1ME JOB Must be over 21 yrs.
old. A pp)y in person-graduate students
only, SnveWny Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas
NI·~.
9/7
PAH'r-TIME l~MPI-OYMENT landing &
unloading & sorting amnii parcels. 11:30
pm till 2 :30 urn Monday thru Friday,
$2.3G )ll~f hr. to sturt. $2.65 per l10ur
aftC'r GO working dnys. Apply United
Pnrcel B!'rvice, 1921 Bellnmuh NW,
Albun., Monday thru I~ridny, 9 am-G
p.m. Equnl opportunity employer. 8/30
LAUNDRY A'f'l'ENDANT, locnl resident
mal!h-Mon & Fri-3: 30 pm-9 :30 pm,
Snt~-11 nm-7:30 pm. Campus Laundry
& Cleaning, 210G Central SE. 247-0836.
8/30

7)

PORTRAITURE
2817 SAN MATEO NE
. TIH~EPHONE 268-4537 _!

come to the Living Batch.

"MISCELLANEOUS

JU:PORTERS/WRITERS who want journalistic expcrl<'ncc can work for New
Mexico Daily Lobo. Come to room 168
of Student Publications.
WANTED: Any Information on the
whereabouts of Rolf Ornelas or his
friend Greg & the Studebaker. Call 2667186 & leave message. Dennis.
8/30
AR'l'JS'fS, CARTOONISTS NEEDED to
worlt for New Mexico Daily Lobo. Apply
in person nt room HiS nt Student Publications Building.

Subscribe to the
LODO

Art Stuff
1704 Central

From Now Line Cinema. tho qanq who brouqht you "REEFER MADNESS."

YOU WON'T CLAP AT THIS ONE!

(~tcmss from Galles)

True student discounts.
Call before you buy

The famous 1929 Marihuana Western "HIGH ON THE RANGE"
Starring Yakima Canutt, "Wor~d's Greatest Cowboy."

-----·-

.

U.N.M. STUDENT UNION

-·

THEATRE 277-2031

The Newest Quad System
on the Market

Corduroy
JEAN
BELLS
with

CUFFS
$1.2.00

The Fisher 40
AM-FM Radio
3 Speed Turntable

Multiplex
Tape Deck

2 Year Warranty on Parts & Labor
Speakers are separate.
Large selection in stock to choose from.

lobo
MENS

SHOP
21 20 Central S.E4.

533 louisiana SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Phone 265-3807

